
 

 

 
 
 
Capital Chemist 
Executive Summary 
Social Media – February 2018 
 
 
 
Overall both Facebook and Instagram audiences are continuing to 
increase each month. 
 
The statistics are showing strong evidence that the CCG audience is 
responding really well to the consistent and engaging content being 
posted. 
 
The online blog is providing quite popular with the nanoparticles article 
being the popular this month. Let’s continue to educate the audience 
online and turn them into customers.  
 
Facebook Insights 
 
-From 1 February to 28 February the Capital Chemist Group Facebook 
page likes has grown from 368 to 400. 
 
-The monthly unique page engagement has more than doubled from 
511 to 1294. This is evidence that the content being delivered is what 
the audience wants to see. 
 
-Engagement means anyone who has clicked on an image, link or 
video, liked, shared or commented on a post. 
 
-The monthly unique impressions have also doubled from 5948 to 11033. 
 
-Impressions mean anyone who has visited on the Capital Chemist 
page. 
 
-The monthly unique reach has almost doubled also growing from 1967 
to 2784 (throughout the month, the highest was 3041). 
 
-Reach means anyone who has seen your page or a post in their 
personal newsfeed. 
 
The monthly sponsored post impressions have more than doubled from 
11002 to 28522.  
 



 

 

A sponsored post impression means the amount of people who have 
seen a sponsored/boosted ad in their newsfeed, including separate 
devices. 
 
Total monthly views have also grown from 22802 to 58392. This is a 
combination of engagement, impressions, reach and sponsored posts. 
 
A total amount of $506 was spent on sponsored/boosted posts. Less 
than $130 per week. 
 
The Capital Chemist Group Facebook audience/fans is made up of 
72% Women and 27% Men.  
 
Among your audience/fans, the largest age groups for both Men and 
Women are 25-34 years old and 46-54 years old. 
 
Using these statistics as evidence to support our 2018 content plan, we 
will continue to create engaging articles and share posts that relate to 
the audience. 
 
Instagram insights 
 
Instagram was started in late 2017 by 180 Degree Marketing and since 
then we have grown the platform to 131 Followers. 
 
We are really focusing on influencer engagement and cross 
promotion. 
 
The content being shared is a combination of Capital Chemist in-house 
news and updates such as the Catalogue, Sponsorships and Flu 
Vaccinations. Other content has been shared and ‘regrammed’ from 
local influencers and bloggers, with a key focus on tagging stocked 
products and brands/companies to expand our reach. 
 
Video and GIFs are trending in the digital marketing space and we are 
using our brands and sponsorships to ensure that Capital Chemist 
Group is seen to be on trend and trusted to both consumers and 
industry professionals. 
 
 
 


